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A modification of an old argument due to CebiSev is used to obtain uniform 
estimates for prime ideals in algebraic number fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is based on the observation, noted in my Chowla-directed thesis 
(see also [3]) that, when suitably generalized to a number field, the method of 
CebSev for estimating primes contains information which does not seem to be 
available from other sources. 
Let k denote a number field of degree n 3 2, d the absolute value of its 
discriminant, c&) its Dedekind zeta-function, K the residue at the pole s = 1, 
?2l an (integral) ideal, $3 a prime ideal, and, for X 3 1, n(X) the number of 
prime ideals with norm 6X. The letters c, c’, denote positive constants 
(not necessarily the same at each appearance) and these, as well as constants 
implied by the symbols < and 0, are absolute and computable unless specific 
mention is made to the contrary. 
If the field k is taken to be fixed, the prime ideal theorem gives the asymp- 
totic value X/log X for n(X). By a result of Goldstein [4] (see also [6]), the 
asymptotic formula still holds for varying k, if it is assumed that the fields 
are normal and that d grows less rapidly than a fixed power of log X. 
In general, one has the trivial upper bound n(X) < nX/log X, which is, 
for fixed n, of the right order of magnitude. The method of CebiSev gives 
lower bounds which remain nontrivial under assumptions far less restrictive 
than those used in deducing the asymptotic formula. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given l > 0, there exists an inejizctive constant c(n, 6) > 0 
such that 
1 + r(X) > c(n, l ) d-1/2-EX(log 2X)-1-c. 
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The above result depends on the lower bound for K provided by the 
Brauer-Siegel theorem [I]. Replacement of the latter by an estimate [9] of 
Stark gives a somewhat weaker but computable bound. (See Proposition 2 
below.) 
Stark’s bound also enables one to derive estimates explicit in their depen- 
dence on the degree. In the general case (see Proposition 3) these require 
that n not grow too quickly in comparison with d, but for fields of a certain 
special type, one gets the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let k be a number field for which there exists a sequence 
offields Q = k,Ck,C**. C k, = k, each normal over the preceding Jield. 
There exists an eflective, absolute constant c such that 
1 + n(X) > X(log 2X)-2 d-c. 
If one assumes the Riemann hypothesis for &(s) much better results follow 
(see [6]) by analytic methods. Bounds of the above type also follow as a 
special case of a result of Fogels (Corollary 1 of [2]). This result, being a 
generalization of Linnik’s theorem on small primes in arithmetic progres- 
sions, is much more general but, not surprisingly, weaker with respect to the 
power of d. 
Proposition 4 is, in the case of cyclotomic fields, woefully weak in com- 
parison with Linnik’s theorem. It would be interesting to know if there is 
any hope of strengthening Cebilev’s method to yield this latter result. 
2. THE METHOD OF CEBISEV 
For j a positive integer, 
By Cauchy’s theorem this is, for arbitrary u with 0 < u < +, 
provided that this latter integral converges. 
Rademacher’s estimate [8, Theorem 41 for cl,(s) shows that this is, for 
arbitrary 7 with 0 < 17 < 4 and some c, 
= j !  KX + O(j!  a-i-ld(l/2)(1-a+~)(c/r))n X0) 
= j !  KX + O(R(X)), say, 
provided that 1 + 7) - 0 < (2j - 1)/n. 
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We define 
G(X) = n (N~)log~W”U), 
N%<X 
and note that 
G(X) = fl (iV!@,)“‘p’, 
W’SX 
where 
0) = f 
m=l NQl<X/(N~,” 
For y(X) = G(X)/(G(X/2))2, we have 
log y(X) < j! u-j-1 d (I/2 )(l--yc/?p xqog 2X) c (N?p)--J. 
N$<X 
The latter sum is written as 
c+ C’ 
WQ’ Y<NFP<X 
for some Y 3 1 to be chosen, and these are estimated trivially by 
C <n C niP<nY’-“. 
N’P<Y W<Y 
and 
On the other hand, 
log G(X) = (log X) c logj(X/Na) - C logj+l(x/MIq 
N%<X N9[<X 
= j !  KX log x - (,j + I) !  KX + @@-‘R(X) log 2x). 
SO 
log y(X) > j! KX log 2 + O( ju-lR(X) log 2X). 
Upon combining this with the upper bound and choosingj = n, 
K/log 2x < ff-2dn/2(C/7~)n(d1/2 yx-l)‘-u{ 1 + y%-(x)]. 
We choose Y such that 
,-2~,,2(C~~O)“(d”2~X--I)1-u = K(2 log 2x)-‘. 
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If Y > 1, we then have 
( 
K@+2 n 1+0/(1-o) 
r(X) > Y = Xd-li2 
2c”d”12 l:g 2X 1 * 
The results all follow from (*) by appropriate choices of CT and 7. 
By the Brauer-Siegel theorem, for arbitrary 6 > 0, there exists (an 
ineffective) c(n, 6) > 0 such that K > c(n, 6) d-8. Using this in (*), the choice 
u = c/2, 17 = (3 log d)-l gives Proposition 1. 
Stark’s bound K > l/(n + l)! dlln, and the choice CJ = q = (3 log d)-l 
gives: 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists an eectioe c(n) > 0 such that 
1 + r(x) > c(n) x(log 2x)-? d-1/2-1’“(log d)-2’n+“. 
Again using Stark’s bound and choosing 0 = E, 7 = c/n, we get 
1 + VT(X) > (~/n)e” X(log 2X)-2 d-112--(1+r)ln, 
for some computable absolute c. This in turn yields: 
PROPOSITION 3. For each c > 0, there is a computable c’(c) > 0 such that, 
if 
( 
log d 
) 
112 
n < ’ log log d ’ 
then 
1 + n(X) > X(log 2X)-2 d-1/2-c’ln, 
and if n < c log d/loglog d, then 
1 + +‘) > X(log 2X)-2 d-“‘. 
Finally, if k is of the type described in the statement of Proposition 4, 
then [9] gives K > l/ndll”, and the choice u = r) = E yields, for some c, 
1 + n(X) > l “X(log 2X)-” d-l-<. 
Thus, for any c > 0, there exists c’(c) > 0, such that, if n < c log d, then 
1 + n(X) > X(log 2X)-2 d-“‘. 
Moreover, since IZ < log d (the best known results in this direction are due 
to Odlyzko, e.g., [7].), this gives Proposition 4. 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention the purpose of the introduction into 
CebiLv’s argument of the smoothing function (i.e., the parameter j). The 
usual argument (j = 0) is perfectly sufficient for the proof of Proposition I. 
In this case one must work with a truncated contour integral but this is 
unimportant. However, with respect to the dependence on the degree, the 
results are far weaker. This is due to the fact that the number of ideals with 
given norm m may grow quite quickly with the degree. If one bounds this 
trivially by T,(m) then one can estimate this by generalizing classical 
arguments (Theorem 317 of [5]) for the divisor function, but this requires n 
to grow very slowly. This may be somewhat alleviated by considering instead 
the function 5&)/542s) but this introduces a restriction on CJ which in turn 
damages the exponent of d. 
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